Celebrity News: Are Khloe
Kardashian & French Montana
Getting Back Together?

By Megan McIntosh
Though they were previously a thing, French Montana and Khloe
Kardashian are not a celebrity couple, according to
UsMagazine.com. After Kardashian’s divorce from Lamar Odom,
she moved on with French Montana, but admitted that she “was
not in a good place” when they dated. Now, after her breakup
with Tristan Thompson, she is currently “not thinking about
her love life at the moment” and is instead focusing on her
daughter, True.

In celebrity news, it seems this
rumor is unfounded. What are some
reasons you should think twice
before getting back together with
your ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be difficult to know when it’s right to rekindle an old
flame. How do you know you shouldn’t take that step and try
getting back together; that it’s time to really let it go and
move on? Cupid has some advice:
1. Nothing has changed: What was the reason you broke up with
your partner? Is that still an issue between you two? If
nothing has changed since you broke up, then there’s no reason
to get back together. The issue will only re-emerge and cause
a future break up.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Adele & Simon Koneckis Call
It Quits
2. The reason you’re returning isn’t a good one: Why are you
getting back together with your ex? Is it because you
genuinely have a connection, or is it because you want
closure? Never return to an ex because you don’t understand
the break up. If you broke up, there must have been a reason.
If that reason still stands, so should the break up.
Related Link: Single Celebrity: Brad Pitt Is Moving On as a
Single Man As Final Divorce Decisions Are Made
3. It might be a rebound: Never rekindle an old flame for a
rebound. If you broke up with someone, there’s no reason to
return to another ex as a rebound. If there’s no emotional
attachment, you can try to have fun. But, inevitably, feelings

always pop up. If you want to rekindle with an old flame, it
should only be you two involved in the why.
How do you know when it’s
relationship? Share below!
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5 New Celebrity Couples To
Watch

By Katie Gray
Ah, there’s nothing like new love! Whether these stars are
frequently in the public eye or are more private and keep to

themselves, there is no denying that there are new celebrity
couples stirring the pot right now. Who knows? It may lead to
celebrity weddings and celebrity babies down the road. The
future is bright when these stars align. When celebrity
relationships flourish, it makes us very happy!

Cupid has compiled the 5
celebrity couples to watch:

new

1. Gigi Hadid & Zayn Malik: The supermodel and the singer have
been one of our favorite celebrity couples since they started
dating. They first announced they were an official celebrity
couple on Instagram, and they have been pretty picture perfect
ever since. Gigi has been rockin’ the Victoria’s Secret
runway, has a new fashion line with Tommy Hilfiger and even
starred in Zayn’s ‘Pillow Talk’ music video! They were seen
together publicly at The Met Ball and seem to be doing
fantastic!
2. Emma Roberts & Christopher Hines: Emma Roberts has been
working hard. She starred in James Franco’s Palo Alto and has
appeared on TV in Scream Queens. The actress finds a lot of
time to read novels as well. She started dating Christopher
Hines recently this summer when the pretty pair were spotted
in London together!
Related Link: Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite
3. French Montana & Iggy Azalea: Rappers and hip-hop artists
French Montana and Iggy Azalea are an official item! The two
were spotted together on a fun-filled trip to Cabo San Lucas
and have been an item ever since. We are hoping they will
create some music together now!
4. Leonardo DiCaprio & Nina Agdal: Hollywood heartthrob,
Leonardo DiCaprio, is one of the most talented actors in the
industry. He’s no stranger to dating Victoria’s Secret angels,

and now he’s dating a new one! Nina and Leo began dating this
summer, and they have been vacationing all over the world ever
since. The celebrity relationship that travels together, stays
together!
Related Link: Bigger Is Better: Best Celebrity Engagement
Wedding Rings
5. Jojo Fletcher & Jordan Rodgers: Who doesn’t love watching
The Bachelorette? Jojo and Jordan went public in August,
appeared happy in love on Good Morning America, and the two
love birds have been vacationing a lot! As they say on the
show, these two definitely WILL accept the final rose!
Who are your favorite celebrity couples to watch? Comment
below!

Iggy
Azalea
Clarifies
Celebrity Relationship with
French Montana

By Nicole Caico
Nothing to see here! After leaving together from Jennifer
Lopez’s All I Have show at Caesar’s Palace, Iggy Azalea and
French Montana were rumored to be headed for a celebrity
relationship. According to EOnline.com, Azalea silenced dating
rumors after the 2016 Maxim Hot 100 party saying, “No, we’re
[just] collaborating.” So it looks like the rappers are not a
celebrity couple after all.

Apparently there’s no celebrity
relationship to be found here. What
do
you
do
in
the
face
of
relationship
rumors
involving
yourself?
Cupid’s Advice:
Rumors spread fast, and it when a relationship rumor involves

you, only you can shut it down. Here’s how to end the rumors
before things go too far:
1. Ally: A relationship rumor has to involve you and at least
one other person. The first step to successfully shutting down
a relationship rumor without hurting feelings is to contact
all parties involved and get on the same page. If each person
involved is disseminating the message that there is no real
relationship, the rumor should die out rather quickly.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Lindsay Lohan Acts Casual Over
the Rumors Surrounding Fiancé Egor Tarabasov
2. Use your resources: Giving your most talkative friend all
the correct information can almost guarantee that the rumor
will get shut down. When people want the gossip, they won’t
come to you directly; they’ll probably chat up your closest
friend. Feed your friend the right lines and that information
is what people will run with.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Contestant Chase
McNary in the Running to Become Next Bachelor
3. Distract from the gossip: If all people are concerned with
is your rumored relationship, give them something else to talk
about. Make posts on your social media accounts that are about
other bigger and better things you’ve got going on. Hopefully
people will start talking about your new job or most recent
vacation instead of the supposed relationship drama.
How did you react to relationship rumors you were involved in?
Comment Below!

New Celebrity Couple? Iggy
Azalea & French Montana Get
Cozy at Vegas Club

By Nicole Caico
Rappers Iggy Azalea and French Montana were spotted partying
together Saturday night into Sunday morning. Are they possibly
a new celebrity couple? Azalea, who recently ended her
celebrity relationship and engagement with basketball player,
Nick Young, was seen leaving with Montana from the Jewel
nightclub at Aria Resort & Casino. According to EOnline.com,
the two celebs “attended Jennifer Lopez’s All I Have residency
show at Caesar’s Palace together” beforehand.

There may be a new celebrity couple
in the works! What are some ways a
one night fling can turn into a
long-term relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
The number of people you know who ended up engaged because of
a one night stand might be a very low number, but that doesn’t
mean a hook-up can’t turn into a relationship! Here are some
ways to turn your one night fling into an every night fling:
1. All about the follow up: Make sure you’ve got a name and a
phone number, and once you, do don’t be afraid to use it. Wait
a day or two, then text or call your one-night-boo. Let her or
he know you had a good time, and make plans to meet up again.
If you don’t contact your hook-up, there is no way a
relationship will form between the two of you.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Miranda Kerr Is Engaged to
Snachat CEO Evan Spiegel
2. Make your intentions clear: Ideally this would have been
done before the one-night festivities began, but it’s never
too late to define the hook-up. Let the person know that you
may be looking for something long-term. Who knows? Maybe they
are, too.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor’ Alum Ben Higgins Is
Running for Office in Colorado
3. Play it cool: If you put yourself out there and the person
you hooked up with isn’t responding at all, drop it. Coming on
too strong after a one night fling could freak the other
person out. Give them some time before you get angry.

How did your one night fling
relationship? Comment below!
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By Nicole Caico
Kylie Jenner documented part of her night out with rapper
French Montana on her Snapchat story recently. Montana joked
about Jenner’s car choices, and also bought her roses from a

street vendor. Montana first made his way into the
Jenner/Kardashian circle as the boyfriend and other half of
a celebrity couple with Khloe Kardashian. Khloe is currently
single and focusing on her celebrity divorce from Lamar Odom,
but Montana is part of the family circle. In the latest
episode of Keeping Up With the Kardashians, Montana
comfortably hangs out with Scott Disick in his new house. E!
News reports that Montana doesn’t just hang out with Jenner
and Disick, but is also friendly with Kourtney and Rob
Kardashian.

This
celebrity
news
has
us
questioning just who is interested
in French Montana! What are some
ways to avoid crushing on the same
person as your friend or sibling?
Cupid’s Advice:
While it doesn’t seem that any woman from the
Kardashian/Jenner family is currently dating French Montana,
never say never. Falling for the ex-flame or current crush of
a friend or sibling tends cause issues, but in some cases
can’t be helped. Before you go falling for the same person as
a friend or sibling, think about it:
1. This relationship will hurt your friend/sibling: Even when
a friend or sibling plays it cool about you crushing on the
same person they are or have in the past, they’re most likely
not okay with it. If you’re crushing on the same person,
chances are your jealous and competitive sides will be on full
display. Think about the importance of your relationship with
your friend or sibling, and realize that pursuing this
romantic relationship will hurt the relationship you already

have with your them. Chances are the crush isn’t worth it.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gigi Hadid & Zayn Malik
Are Back Together
2. History repeats itself: If you’re crushing on the ex of a
friend or sibling, do some research on the reason they broke
up. If the person treated your friend or sibling badly at the
end of their relationship, that should warn you to stay away.
Related Link: New Celebrity
PartyNextDoor Go Bowling
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3. Girl code: It can be as simple as this–who saw the person
first? If your friend or sibling was crushing first, you
should have the courtesy to back out. In situations like this,
it’s important to be open with your friend or sibling so
you’re on the same page and can avoid fights.
How have you avoided or coped with crushing on the same person
as a friend or sibling? Comment below!

Celebrity
News:
Khloe
Kardashian
Rocks
White
Jumpsuit at Dinner with Ex
French Montana

By Jasmine Igwegbe
I guarantee you there are times where your ex will come
running back into the picture. In celebrity news, according to
UsMagazine.com, “Khloe Kardashian slipped her toned body into
a sizzling white jumpsuit for dinner with her ex-boyfriend
French Montana at The Nice Guy in West Hollywood on Monday,
February 8.” Her white jumpsuit was complemented well with her
black clutch and Christian Louboutin pumps. Kardashian dated
Montana up until the middle of 2015, and it looks like he is
back in the picture for 2016. The former celebrity couple met
up the same day Kardashian and recent boyfriend James Harden
split up. Is Montana in the picture again for good, or is it
just an innocent reunion?

This celebrity news is pointing to
a friendly ex reunion. What are
some things to be careful of when

you reunite with an ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
There is nothing wrong with a friendly reunion with your ex.
However, when you reunite with your ex, you should be careful
and prevent any disappointments from causing heartbreaks.
Cupid has some dating advice for you:
1. Don’t let your ego get to you: There may be a time where
you were rejected by your ex and this caused you to have a
“never-give-up” attitude on winning them back. Don’t try to
win them back and prove them wrong! Let your ex go and work
on being friends.
Related Link: Are Khloe Kardashian and French Montana Back
Together?
2. Don’t think sex is the solution: If you have sex with your
ex, it is not necessarily a sign they want to be with you
again. Intimacy can definitely play with your emotions, so
it’s probably best to stay away from it altogether unless you
really decide to give your relationship a go again.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Khloe Kardashian and James
Harden Hit Hollywood Club Together
3. Actions speak louder than words: No matter how much your ex
promises you that they won’t hurt you again, don’t blindly
believe them! Your ex’s action determines where the friendship
stands, not their words.
How else can you be careful when you reunite with your ex?
Share your ideas with us below!

Khloe Kardashian Opens Up
About Dating French Montana
After Split from Lamar Odom

By Courtney Omernick
Khloe Kardashian is finally speaking out about her
split from Lamar Odom and her rebound relationship with French
Montana. The reality star admitted she “rushed” into a
relationship with Montana after her split with basketball
star, according to UsMagazine.com. She went on to say that the
rapper is a good person, but that right now, she needs to
mourn the loss of her marriage.
How do you know if your current relationship is a rebound?

Cupid’s Advice:
After the end of a relationship, it can be tough to know what
to do with yourself, especially if you were with your ex for a
long period of time. It can be lonely! That being said, it’s
important to begin a new relationship for the right reasons
and not just so you can have companionship. So how can you
tell if you’re rebounding? Cupid has some ideas:
1. You don’t care about the other person: Your new significant
other makes you feel great and does all of the right things,
for the right reasons, at the right time. Unfortunately, you
don’t feel a spark, and if they said goodbye tomorrow, it
wouldn’t be a big deal. If you’re only in your current
relationship because you like how you’re being treated, but
you’re not interested in reciprocating, think about moving on.
Related Link: Is It Ok to Hook Up With Your Ex?
2. Your eyes are always open: You want attention and the
assurance that you’ve still got it. If you’re constantly
seeking the approval of members of the opposite sex, even
though you’re in a new relationship, you might not be ready to
settle down just yet.
Related Link: Mel B. Speaks Out about Husband Stephen
Belafonte’s Alleged Abuse
3. You talk about your ex with your new partner…a lot: To you,
it may seem like you’re just airing out dirty laundry. In
actuality, you’re bringing up your ex every chance you get
because you still miss them and want their presence in your
life somehow.
How did you know your new relationship was a rebound? Comment
below!

Single
Khloe
Kardashian
Shares Sad Instagram Post

By Maggie Manfredi
The breakup blues! According to UsMagazine.com, Khloe
Kardashian is taking to social media in light of her
second split from French Montana. It was also this time last
year that Kardashian filed for divorce from Lamar Odom. The
Keeping Up With The Kardashians star instagrammed a
melancholy quote about saying goodbye, making it hard for her
followers not to feel her pain. We love you, KoKo!
What are some ways to conquer loneliness around the holidays?

Cupid’s Advice:
Are you single or away from your loved ones this holiday
season? Don’t fret! Cupid has some advice on how to still
enjoy the most wonderful time of the year:
1. You better watch out: If you have ABC Family, you can get
so much holiday cheer from one channel! From the the Grinch to
Rudolph, solo nights snuggled up on your couch with Chinese
food will be filled with classic characters.
Related: Khloe Kardashian and French Montana Split For Second
Time
2. You better not cry: Take this opportunity to help those
less fortunate than you. Donate to your office’s toy drive or
dedicate some weekend time to community service to experience
some joy in giving back.
Related: Prince Wiliam and Kate Middleton Meet jay-Z and
Beyonce
3. Santa Claus is coming to town: Even if you are lonely or
sad this season, remember to count your blessings. Send out
positive vibes instead of perpetuating a Scrooge-like
mentality, so that in the future, good things and good people
will come your way.
How do you cope with holiday woes? Share with us below!

Khloe Kardashian and French

Montana Split for Second Time

By Katie Gray
Reality star Khloe Kardashian and rapper French Montana, have
split for the second time. The duo had been dating for eight
months. Although the two remain friends, according to
UsMagazine.com, “That same week, Kardashian told US there was
‘no bad blood’ between the exes. ‘I love memories…and I still
talk to him.’ The feelings are mutual, Montana said Kardashian
will be his “baby forever.”
How do you know if you’re ready for a serious relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
1. Committed: If you are truly devoted and committed to the
person that you’re with, then you are ready for it to be a

serious relationship. If you see yourself staying with them
for the rest of your lives, chances are you can take the
relationship to the next level. It’s one thing to have fun
with people, but if you picture yourself with your significant
other long terms – it’s the real deal!
Related: How To Turn A Friendship Into A Relationship
2. Secure:
To be in a serious relationship you and your
partner each need to be secure with yourselves and with the
relationship. When people get insecure and self conscious,
they are still working on themselves and need to take care of
that before entering a ‘serious’ relationship. Once both
parties involved are comfortable it’s okay. When you’re
completely at ease with your partner and can truly be
yourself, you know it can be a serious relationship.
Related: Can You Tell By Social Networks If A Person Is Dating
Material
3. Mature: To be in a serious relationship, both individuals
need to be mature. (For the most part, anyway.) The actions,
behaviors and mind sets of the individuals are a very
important factor in deciding if it’s time to take the
relationship to the next level. If both people are on the
right track in life, have goals and careers, share the same
beliefs and feel ready – it’s time to make it a serious
relationship.
What are some ways that you knew you were ready for a serious
relationship? Share your thoughts below.

Are Khloe Kardashian and
French Montana Back Together?

By Maggie Manfredi
One of our Kardashian favorites seems to be in and out of
love. According to UsMagazine.com the rapper and reality star
have stayed close since their September split. French Montana
attended Kendell Jenner’s birthday party to celebrate with
Khloe and family. French also had a celebration of his own and
Khloe wasn’t shy about sending him love publicly,
saying, “Happy birthday baby boy! In only a short amount of
time we have created timeless memories. Happy birthday to a
man who genuinely lives life to its fullest. ‘What’s
understood doesn’t need to be explained’ @frenchmontana I
can’t wait to celebrate life with you tonight! You deserve

it!!”
What are some ways to decide whether to give your ex a second
chance?
Cupid’s Advice:
Second chances are a tricky business because most of the time
there was a valid reason why the relationship came to an end.
But if you want to try again, here is some advice on how to
decide:
1. Review the results: Although it is good to not dwell on the
past, in this particular situation you should go back and
remember what went wrong and what went right. From there,
determine whether it could work moving forward.
Related: Britney Spears Confirms New Boyfriend
2. Happiness factor: Ask yourself, “Was I happier with this
person than I am now?” This is sometimes easier said than
answered, but it will open up a place of honesty within
yourself based around your emotional attachment to your ex
partner.
Related: Nick Young Reveals He and Iggy Bought a House
Together
3. Long term goals: So, you were happy with this person and
your past really wasn’t negative, but now you have to think of
the future. Do you and your ex share similar goals and dreams
for the future (kids, work, location etc.)? Knowing and
understanding the differences here will help you decide to go
it alone or together moving forward.
Do you think Khloe and French are forever or fling? Share your
thoughts below!

Khloe Kardashian Says French
Montana is Too Needy

By Sarah Batcheller
Eight months into what has been somewhat of a controversial
relationship, Khloe Kardashian and rapper boyfriend French
Montana are taking a break, according to UsMagazine.com.
Montana was previously scrutinized by Khloe’s family and fans
when he admitted he was capitalizing on all the attention he
began to receive when he started dating the youngest of the
Kardashian princesses. Now, he is apparently behaving in too
much of a needy and dependent fashion, as Khloe has decided to
take a breather from their intense relationship.
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relationship?
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Cupid’s Advice:
1. You’ve been having the same arguments repeatedly: If you
and your boo are continuously arguing over the same topics, it
may be time to clear your head, and find out if these
arguments are even worth having. If you’re always entangled in
the same issue, you probably don’t even know where your
feelings and/or opinions stand anymore, so you definitely
benefit from some “me time”. That way, you can step back into
the relationship with a reinvigorated sense of self, and
determine whether or not your love is worth fighting for.
Related: Dating Deal Breakers
2. You never have time for the rest of your loved ones: If
your partner is constantly nagging and guilt-tripping you into
seeing them, and you’re sick of not spending time with anyone
but them, you may need to give them a reality check by asking
to not spend time together for a while. It’s unhealthy to not
spend quality time with family and friends, especially when
the cause is that you’re being choked to death by your
significant other. If you’re losing the rest of your life over
a relationship, re-examine your priorities.
Related: How to Move On After Heartbreak
3. Your lover never has time for YOU: We are all all-toofamiliar with the agonizing pain of staring at a phone screen
with an unanswered text, or going two weeks without going on a
date with your partner. If you feel you’re not getting the
time with them that you deserve, you may want to take a break
to see what it’s like to not expect anything from them. This
way, you may either realize that you both just have busy
schedules you need to manage, or that you don’t matter to them
much after all. Either way, only some time to yourself will

provide you with the clarity you need.
What are some other tell-tale signs it’s time to step back
from your relationship? Share your comments below.

Khloe Kardashian Responds to
French
Montana’s
Fame
Comments

By Jessica DeRubbo
Khloe Kardashian is on the defense! After an interview with

boyfriend French Montana was released on Friday, outraged fans
have been stirring up controversy surrounding Montana’s claim
that he’s capitalizing on Khloe’s fame. According to
UsMagazine.com, he’s quoted as saying, “I want to capitalize
on it. I’ll get a fan base from everywhere. I just hope I’ll
be able to connect with everything that’s going on.” Khloe’s
response via Twitter? “It’s amusing to me that Y’all think I
don’t see it. I was the first one to see it. I just don’t
care.”
How do you know if your partner is in a relationship with you
for the right reasons?
Cupid’s Advice:
There’s nothing worse than learning that your partner is with
you for a reason outside of genuine respect and interest.
Cupid has some tell-tale signs that your partner may not be
sincere:
1. They don’t listen and ask questions: If your partner
doesn’t seem interested in hearing about your day or listening
to your opinions on things happening in the world, then you
may want to think twice.
Related: Khloe Kardashian and French Montana Go Public As a
Couple
2. They’re always looking for credit: When your partner does
something nice for you, he/she shouldn’t be looking for credit
after the fact. If it seems that your mate is always looking
for a pat on the back after he does something for you, it’s
best to find out why.
Related: Single Khloe Kardashian Shares Sad Instagram Post
3. You catch them in lies frequently: It would be tough to
find someone who has never told a lie, but if you catch your
partner being dishonest about things more than occasionally,

he/she may not be sincere about your relationship.
What are some other signs your partner may have ulterior
motives?

Khloe Kardashian and French
Montana Go Public with New
Relationship

By Louisa Gonzales
Khloe Kardashian and French Montana officially make their

public debut as a couple! According to UsMagazine.com, the duo
spotted out in public together on Friday, April 18 at the
Lobster House for lunch. The rapper, who has 4-year-old son,
Kruz, with his ex-wife Deen Kharbouch made sure to keep close
to the TV starlet, while they indulged in some lunch, but
showed minimal PDA. Reportedly the pair started dating
following The Keeping Up With The Kardashians star, divorce
filings from Lamar Odom. Even though the lovebirds seem to be
both moving forward with each other, not everyone approves of
their union, including Khloe’s mother Kris Jenner according to
sources.
How do you know when to debut your relationship to family and
friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
Romantic relationship can be tricky things because they are
constantly evolving and changing. It can be hard sometimes to
tell the people closest to you when you’re seeing someone new,
especially when you want them to approve and like the person
you’re with. Cupid has some advice on how you can know when to
debut your relationship to family and friends:
1. You’re in a good place: When you feel like shouting your
love from the rooftops, that’s when you know you’re ready to
reveal your couple status. When you’re happy in your
relationship and feel secure, it means you have a good thing
going with each other . It’s important for you to feel in a
good place in your relationship before you say anything
because it will make it easier for you and the people you care
about.
Related: New Couple? Khloe Kardashian Parties with French
Montana
2. Your both on the same page: Every relationship has it’s own
significance or meaning to a person. For couples to work they

need to be on the same wavelength on what they want in terms
of where their relationship is headed and what it means to
them. It’s important that you both are on the same page when
it comes to being comfortable enough to share you relationship
news to family and friends.
Related: Khloe Kardashian Says She’s ‘Excited for This Year to
Be Over’ Post-Divorce Filing
3. See a future together: If you find yourself thinking about
your future together or planning for possible future events it
means you can see the thing you got going on as more than just
a fling. When you’re thinking long-term with your partner,
it’s about time to start telling your family and friend. It’s
good to be able to share someone important to you with family
and friends, especially when that person is someone you might
possibly want to become a part of your family someday.
How can you tell if you’re ready to tell your family and
friends about your relationship? Share in the comments below.

New Couple? Khloe Kardashian
Parties with French Montana

By Louisa Gonzales
Khloe Kardashian continues to make headlines about her love
life. According to UsMagazine.com, the Keeping Up With the
Kardashians star, 29, was spotted at the clubs this weekend
with rapper French Montana, one night in Hollywood and another
night in Phoenix, Arizona. Khloe was also seen in West
Hollywood at hotspot 1 Oak on Friday, April 4 partying with
the rapper at the 16th birthday party for Diddy’s son
Cristian. The reality star recently filed for divorce from
husband Lamar Odom in December, but she appears to be moving
on with Montana.
What are some ways to grow a new relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
After a break up it can be hard sometimes to put yourself back
out there, especially if you last relationship ended badly.
Part of life is accepting sometimes you have to move on, life
always keeps moving forward. So, why not be open to finding
someone new and trying your hand at love again? Cupid has some

advice on some ways to grow a new relationship:
1. Be open to love: The only way to be able to get back in the
game, is to let yourself be open to playing and in this case
in the game of love. Don’t let past failed relationships weigh
you down, because if you don’t let them go you won’t be able
to move on. Remember, the end of one thing is the start of
something new and the same can be said for love.
Related: Khloe Kardashian Says She’s ‘Excited for This Year to
Be Over’ Post-Divorce Filing
2. Let yourself breath: Take a deep breath and take all the
time that you need when starting a new relationship or helping
it to grow. The best way to strengthen your relationship is to
really spend the time getting to know your partner, besides
learning things about one another can be enjoyable. So, be
patient with yourself and your significant other and don’t
rush anything you’re not ready for.
Related: Khloe Kardashian Files for Divorce from Lamar Odom
3. Have fun: The start of the relationship can sometimes be
the most fun because it’s new and exciting. The best way to
help your relationship move along in a positive way is to have
a little humor and to bring out your playful side. So get out
there and let loose, but remember to be yourself, whoever you
are with should like you for who are.
What do you think are good ways to grow a new relationship?
Share in the comments below.

